SUPREMACY

airstream's pre-eminence in travel trailers is unsurpassed by any product in any industry. When you own an airstream, you know...and the world knows...you own the finest travel trailer built.

The Caravanner takes its name from the adventure-laden, world-wide Wally Byam Caravans and has lived up to the name in every part of the globe. Travel-tested Airstream construction and conveniences assure the Caravanner's owner easy towing, good handling and all the comforts when parked. Airstream options enable you to go anywhere your heart desires, visit the places you've dreamed of effortlessly, care-free: Refrigerator, pressurized hot and cold water, heat, lights, shower, toilet, all independent of outside sources. The Caravanner's comfortable airfoam double bed, convertible couch and a folding partition-door make it ideal for four. Extra windows and vents insure ventilation and light interior, fiberglass insulation guards against extremes of heat and cold. The experience of seasoned travellers has gone into the floor plan and arrangements of this sparkling 22 footer so that you will be "at home" wherever the spirit of travel-adventure leads you.
ALWAYS THESE FAMOUS AIRSTREAM FEATURES...

- All steel undercarriage
- Structural alloy aluminum shell frame
- Hand riveted double shell structural alloy aluminum body
- All-over 2 in. aircraft type fiberglass insulation

The ultra-sleek, streamlined appearance of Airstream travel trailers is due in part to the use of jet plane type "stretch-formed" front and rear panels (patent pending). This exclusive process distinguishes Airstream from any other trailer and guarantees the strongest possible lightweight construction and quality unmatched in the industry.

SINCE 1932 THE WORLD'S FINEST LIGHTWEIGHT TRAVEL TRAILERS

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice.
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